
Year One – Home Learning Grid - Term 5   - 2021 
 

Topic  

English Create a story map of a fairy tale of your choice. Make sure you draw a 

picture for each section of the story, include arrows to show the story 

moving on, a title and labels. For an extra challenge write a sentence of the 

story underneath.  

 Read three fairy tales. Pick one tale to write or film a review on. Tell 
me all about the tale and why you did or did not like it. 

Maths Complete the addition and subtraction elephant. Write the answer below 
the sum. Use the key to find the colour for the answer. 

Use food in your house to explore halving... for example cut your 
sandwich in half, give half of your teddies to someone in your family 
etc. How many ways can you show it?  

Science and 
the outside 

environment 

Draw pictures of a plant’s growth. When it starts as seed and then all the 
steps to when it is a beautiful flower.  

Go on a walk and make a list and draw of all the different 
flowers you can see. Any you do not know the name of 
see if you can research online or find its name in a book.   

Humanities Create a map of the woods for Hansel and Gretel to follow. Make sure you 

include lots of paths, the sweetie house, their house and a compass in the 

corner. You can use your imagination to add other physical or human 

features such as a river, swap, cave etc. 

 Think about the story of Town mouse and Country mouse. Compare 
the two by looking at images, photographs or go and explore them to 
find similarities and difference.  Write the comparison down as a list, 
in a Venn diagram or with labelled pictured.  

Creative Arts Create a setting from a traditional fairy tale. You can draw it, paint it or 
even make it 3D using materials.  
Examples of a setting: A wood, the river, tower, castle or the sweetie 
cottage etc 

Design your own fairy tale castle  
 
Don’t forget to label your design so I can see all the features on your 
design! Think about whether you want a magical or scary castle. 
 
If possible see if you can make it with the resources you have at 
home. 

Each week choose one item from the grid. Hand in your home learning every Friday. 
 

Remember that part of your home learning is also to do the phonics home learning sent out and to read at home at least three times a 
week, this needs to be recorded in your yellow reading diary and signed by an adult. 
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